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Do the fundamental physical constants have the same values in different regions
of space–time?

D. A. Varshalovich, A. V. Ivanchik, and A. Yu. Potekhin
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~Submitted January 14, 1999!
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An analysis of quasar spectra yields highly reliable constraints on the possible variation of the fine-
structure constanta and the proton-to-electron mass ratiom during cosmological evolution
from the epoch corresponding to a cosmological red shiftz'2.8 ~i.e., ;1010 years ago! to the
current epoch (z50): uȧ/au,2310214 yr21 and uṁ/mu,2310214 yr21.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Constants characterizing various interactions are kno
to be related to one another and to depend on interac
energy.1 However, this dependence is manifested only
very high energies~hundreds of MeV or more!. Although the
tabulated values of the constants pertain only to comp
tively low energies, they cover the overwhelming majority
natural phenomena and experiments. It is these low-en
limits that will be examined in this report.

We note that it is actually only dimensionless combin
tions of physical constants, which do not depend on
choice of units of measure, that have fundamental sign
cance. We shall consider two such combinations: the fi
structure constanta5e2pc51/137.035 999 93 (52)~the nu-
merical value is after Ref. 2; the error in the last significa
digits is indicated in parentheses! and the proton-to-electron
mass ratiom5mp /me51836.152 701 (37)~i.e., the proton
mass in the Hartree system of units; the value from Ref.
given!. Here c5299 792 458m•s21 is the speed of light in
free space~which is presently taken as a conversion fac
for going from units of time to units of length3!,
e54.803 204 251(10)310210 esu is the charge of an elec
tron, \51.05457162(8)310227 erg•s is Planck’s constan
divided by 2p, mp51.672 621 62(15)310224 g is the pro-
ton mass, andme59.109 3821(8)310228 g is the electron
mass~all the values were taken from Ref. 4!.

The constanta is a basic parameter of quantum electr
dynamics, whilem is related to the strong interaction co
pling constant. The parametersa andm are decisive for the
spectra of atoms and molecules, respectively.

It can be seen from the numerical values given that m
fundamental constants are measured within a relative erro
;1028. The reproducibility of these measurements includ
the appreciable variation of the parameters during a s
time interval, but does not include their variation during t
existence of the Universe~;15 billion years!. Moreover, the
values of the constants might be different in spatially dist
regions of the Universe.

The problem of the possible variation of the fundamen
physical constants was first discussed by Milne5 and Dirac,6

who advanced their famous large numbers hypothesis.
1001063-7842/99/44(9)/4/$15.00
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problem was subsequently examined by many investiga
~see, for example, Ref. 7, as well as the references cite
Ref. 8!, but it has become especially acute in recent year
connection with the precipitous development of the gra
unified theories~GUTs! for the strong and electroweak inte
actions, as well as some more general theoretical scheme
which the gravitational interaction is also included.9,10 It fol-
lows from the theories indicated that fundamental consta
might have different values in other cosmological epochs
well as in spatially distant regions of the Universe. Th
these values are identical in different, even causally un
lated regions of space–time, is not a trivial fact. Howev
different versions of the theory predict different spatiote
poral dependences of the fundamental constants. Exp
ments are needed to ascertain which of the theoretical m
els is correct.

This report presents the results of a study of the spe
of distant extragalactic objects, which permit the establi
ment of new, the most reliable to date, upper limits on
possible spatiotemporal variation ofa andm.

2. TESTING METHODS

Experimental tests for the possible inconstancy of fu
damental constants can be classified according to the
tiotemporal regions of the Universe covered by them. T
first group is comprised of laboratory measurements, wh
cover no more than a few years. The second group inclu
‘‘local tests,’’ which are concerned with the Earth and t
solar system and cover up to 4.5 billion (4.53109) years.
Finally, the third group is comprised of astrophysical testi
methods, which are based on data from extragalactic
tronomy and cover practically the entire period of existen
of the Universe.

Laboratory tests are generally confined to comparing
quency standards based on various physical phenom
which consequently depend differently on the values of d
ferent physical constants. If the constants would vary, st
dards which were initially matched to one another wou
become unmatched with the passage of time. One of
standards compared is generally the cesium frequency s
dard, which is presently taken as a basis for defining a un
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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time. In particular, different groups of researchers have co
pared the output frequency of stabilized lasers and ma
with it. The accuracy of these experiments permitted the
tection of relative changes in the fundamental constant
the level of;6310214 per year, but no statistically signifi
cant effect was discovered.11

‘‘Local tests’’ are based on an analysis of changes wh
would occur in the motion of the Earth and other bodies
the solar system, as well as in the physical conditions
processes on them, if the fundamental constants would v
Such an analysis is capable of providing a higher accur
than laboratory measurements, mainly because it per
tracing changes which occur over the course of a far gre
time. For example, by analyzing the isotopic composition
meteorites and ancient terrestrial rocks, we can estimate
characteristic alpha- and beta-decay times of the long-li
radioactive elements in them and compare these times to
half-lives measured in the laboratory. The half-lives of su
elements are very sensitive to the value of the fine-struc
constanta. On the basis of such an analysis Dyson7 showed
that the relative change ina cannot exceed;10214 per year.

The limit uȧ/au,2310215 yr21 was subsequently obtaine
on the basis of refined data on the beta decay of187Re ~Ref.
12!.

A more rigorous estimate was obtained by Shlyakhte13

He used data on the isotopic composition of Sm in
‘‘spent fuel’’ of a natural nuclear reactor, which operated 1
billion years ago at the site of the contemporary Oklo u
nium mine in Gabon. A more detailed analysis was recen
performed by Damour and Dyson.14 They concluded that the

rate of relative variation of the fine-structure constantȧ/a is
no greater than 10217 per year.

The weak spot in the local tests just described is th
dependence on the model of the phenomenon studied.
model is usually fairly complicated and includes a number
physical parameters. In particular, Damour and Dyson
sumed in their analysis that the electrostatic~Coulomb! en-
ergy of the excited150Sm nucleus into which a149Sm nucleus
is converted after neutron capture exceeds the electros
energy of a150Sm nucleus in the absence of excitation. Ho
ever, it is known from experiments that such an hypothes
far from always correct: the root-mean-square radii of
cited nuclei can be greater than or smaller than the radi
the corresponding nuclei in the ground state.15,16 This con-
straint becomes even more doubtful if it is taken into acco
that different physical parameters are interdependent
could have varied synchronously during cosmological evo
tion. As was shown in Ref. 17, this could have weakened
limit by more than an order of magnitude. In addition, it w
noted in Refs. 18 and 9 that if the fundamental consta
depend nonlinearly on time, as is assumed in modern th
ries, constraints which are valid for one time interval do n
apply to another. As we have noted above, there might
be a simultaneous spatial dependence. Thus constr
which are valid for the solar system cannot be arbitra
extended to more distant regions of space and to ea
stages in the life of the universe. Only extragalactic
-
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tronomy affords the possibility of investigating these regio
of space–time.

For this purpose it would be useful to analyze the spec
of quasars, which are very powerful sources of radiation a
can be seen for distances up to 10–15 billion light yea
Along the way, the light coming from them has pass
through clouds of interstellar gas in early galaxies and
been partially absorbed by them. Therefore, the spectral l
‘‘imprinted’’ in quasar spectra contain information on th
physical conditions and the state of matter in the early sta
of the evolution of the Universe in various spatially dista
regions of it.

The expansion of the Universe has resulted in increa
in the wavelengths of the lines observed in quasar spe
(lobs) in comparison to their laboratory values (l0) accord-
ing to the proportionality

lobs5l0~11z!,

wherez is the cosmological red shift.
The value ofz can be used to determinet, i.e., the ‘‘age’’

of the Universe in the epoch when the spectral line w
formed. For example, Figs. 1 and 2 present fragments of
spectra of two quasars and exhibit absorption lines w
z'2.8. These absorption lines were formed when the U
verse was 7–8 times younger than now. To obtain rigor
estimates of the variations of the fundamental constants,
lines studied must be sufficiently narrow and they must
recorded with a high spectral resolution and with a hi

FIG. 1. Finely split doublet of the Si IV resonance line in the spectrum
the quasar HS 1946176 recorded on the 6-meter telescope of the Spe
Astrophysical Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Schem
energy levels and transitions corresponding to the lines indicated.
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signal-to-noise ratio. The lines of the Si IV doublet shown
Fig. 1 and many of the lines of molecular hydrogen in Fig
satisfy this condition.

3. DOES THE FINE-STRUCTURE CONSTANT VARY?

In order to ascertain whether the value ofa has varied
during cosmological time, it would be useful to investiga
the fine splitting of the doublet lines of the Si IV, C IV, M
II, and other ions, which are often observed in the spectr
distant quasars. An example of such spectral lines is sh
in Fig. 1. The relative magnitude of the splittingdl/l of
these lines is proportional toa2 ~to within negligibly small
corrections!. Therefore, if the value ofa varied with time,
the relative splittingdl/l should depend on the magnitude
the red shift.

In the first stage of our work we re-analyzed all t
published data on finely split doublet lines observed in q
sar spectra and complied a special catalog of wavelength
these lines.19 Altogether we examined about 1500 pairs
doublet lines with red shifts from 0.2 to 3.7. The analysis
these data demonstrated the absence of a statistically sig
cant deviation ofdl/l from the current value. The rich ob
servational material assembled in our catalog also allowe
to analyze the possibility of differences in the values ofa in
regions of the Universe that are causally unrelated to
another.20 It was found that the dependence of the magnitu
of the fine doublet splitting~and thusa! on the direction in
the celestial sphere falls within the erroruDa/au,331023.

FIG. 2. Fragments of the spectrum of the quasar PKS 0528–250 conta
absorption lines of H2 in the Lyman and Werner series.
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It should, however, be noted that in the overwhelmi
majority of cases the goal of the observers was not to p
form exact measurements of the fine splitting; therefore
large part of the data treated did not have a very high ac
racy. The analysis performed allowed us to optimize
strategy for investigating the dependence ofa on z. In the
second stage of the work, our program of spectral obse
tions of several quasars, which was aimed at achieving
highest possibility accuracy in measurements of fine splitt
with large red shifts, was carried out on the 6-meter te
scope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory of the R
sian Academy of Sciences.21 As a result of the implementa
tion of this program, as well as the use of observational d
from other telescopes,22–24we determined the mean value o
the possible deviation of the fine-structure constant
z5224 from its value forz50 and the measurement erro
~both the statistical and systematic errors!25

Da/a5~24.265.4@stat#68.0@syst# !31025. ~1!

A comparison of the data obtained on telescopes loca
in the northern and southern hemispheres allows us to tig
the constraint on the possible dependence of the fi
structure constant on the direction in the celestial spher
uDa/au,231024.

A result which has a formally higher accuracy was r
cently obtained on the basis of observations on the Kec
10-meter telescope:Da/a5(21.8860.53@stat#)31025 for
z50.621.6. However, Webbet al.26 did not take into ac-
count the systematic error, which results mainly from t
uncertainty in the values of the reference~laboratory! wave-
lengths, and, as can be seen from~1!, this error is dominant.

The upper limit corresponding to~1! ~at the 2s signifi-
cance level! on the mean rate of variation ofa during ;10
billion years is

uȧ/au,2310214 yr21. ~2!

This constraint is five times tighter than the one whi
we previously obtained,19,8 and its accuracy is 3.5 time
better than that of the precision laboratory measurement
Ref. 11.

4. DOES THE PROTON-TO-ELECTRON MASS RATIO VARY?

The dimensionless constantm5mp /me is approximately
equal to the ratio between the nuclear strong interaction c
pling constant (g2/\c);14 and the electromagnetic cou
pling constanta'1/137. Hereg is the effective coupling
constant, which is calculated from the scattering amplitu
of p mesons on nucleons.

The absorption lines of molecular hydrogen H2 in quasar
spectra can be used to ascertain whether the value ofm has
varied during cosmological time. The variation ofm can be
detected by comparing the wavelengths of various lines
quasar spectrum and in the laboratory. The key to this te
nique is that the wavelengths of different lines depend d
ferently on the parameter under study. This makes it poss
to separate the cosmological red shift from the shift cau
by the variation ofm.

ng
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The most suitable system of molecular lines with a la
red shift for such an analysis is the system of absorption li
of the H2 molecule withz52.8108, which was observed b
Levshakov and Varshalovich27 in the spectrum of the quasa
PKS 0528–250. We calculated the sensitivity coefficients
the wavelengths of H2 toward the possible variation ofm
~Ref. 28! and analyzed the observational data,29 using the
high-quality spectrum of PKS 0528–250 recorded by La
zetta et al. on the CTIO 4-meter telescope. A fragment
this spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The results of measu
ments of the wavelengths of 50 lines of molecular hydrog
with consideration of the sensitivity coefficients just me
tioned led to the following estimate of the deviation~Dm! of
m in the epoch corresponding toz52.8108 from its current
value:

Dm/m5~211.567.6!31025. ~3!

In addition, a multivariant statistical analysis of the me
sured spectrum, including a combined fit of a large num
of H2 lines with respect to their width and intensity, wa
performed. This analysis yielded

Dm/m5~8.325.0
16.6!31025. ~4!

Both estimates are consistent within 2s with the zeroth
hypothesis that there is no variation ofm. Each of them cor-
responds to a constraint on the mean~during 10 billion
years! rate of relative variation of the proton-to-electro
mass ratio at the level

uṁ/mu,2310214 yr21. ~5!

5. CONCLUSION

An analysis of quasar spectra has enabled us to esta
tight upper constraints on the possible variation ofa, i.e., the
electromagnetic coupling constant, as well as the proton
electron mass ratiom5mp /me . These quantities could hav
varied if the coupling constants of the strong and el
troweak interactions had undergone changes. Howeve
was found that these constants did not vary within the sta
tical error during the 1010 years which have passed since t
formation of the spectra of distant quasars. The upper lim
found constrain the mean rate of possible variation of th
parameters at the 0.02% level during a period of the orde
10 billion years, which covers 80–90% of the time of ex
tence of the Universe. In addition, the values of the fun
mental constanta were found to be identical~within a sta-
tistical error of 0.02%! in regions of the Universe which
were not causally related in the period when the spectra w
formed. This finding can be regarded as an argument wh
supports the so-called inflationary cosmological mod
which presumes a general superfast inflation of the Unive
according to an exponential law in a very early stage
cosmological evolution~see, for example, Ref. 30!.

As a final note, we stress once again that the constra
which we obtained on the basis of an analysis of qua
spectra cover much more extensive regions of space and
intervals ~corresponding to cosmological red shifts up
z'3.7) than do local tests~for example, the Oklo phenom
enon, which is assigned only to the epoch withz50.09 and
e
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to one point in space!. In addition, they are far less depen
dent on model assumptions. They can therefore be rec
mended as the most reliable limits to date. They can serv
effective criteria for selecting permissible theoretical mod
of elementary interactions which predict changes in phys
constants on the cosmological time scale.
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Technical Programs ‘‘Fundamental Metrology’’ and ‘‘As
tronomy’’ and was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental ~Grant No. 96-02-16849a! and the Kosmion
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